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Functional Measurements of the First Analog Input/Output
CNN Universal Chip

A. Zardndy, J. M. Cruz, P. Szolgay, P. Fdldesy, L.O. Chua, andT. Roska

Abstract: The measurements and the functional tests of the first operational
analog input - analog output CNN Universal chip are done and
presented in this paper. The chip design issues are recalled. Some
image processing template applications are introduced. The solution
of a 2D partial differential equation is also introduced. Some non-
ideal properties of the analog VLSI realization and a possible
compensation method is showed.

1 Introduction

The Cellular Neural/Nonlinear Networks (CNN) [1,2] as mainly locally connected nonlinear
djmamic processor arrays play an increasingly important role in understanding , generating, and
applying spatiotemporal phenomena [16]. The invention of the CNN Universal Machine architecture
uses the CNN dynamics as acore in the first analogic (analog and logic) cellular array computer. This
computer is fully stored programmable. The first two VLSI implementations, the CNN Universal
Chips designed in Seville in 1995 [11,12] and in Berkeley in 1996 [5,6] mark abreakthrough in CNN
technology. With the CNN Chip Prototyping System designed in Budapest [7] we have an
experimental system demonstrating close to Tera (trillion, 10^^) equivalent operations per second per
cm^ in a stored programmable environment. Meanwhile the second design run in Seville resulted in a
fairly robust optical input chip with binary input/output, the measurement results are published in
[12].

In this paper we report on the measurements ofthe first analog input/output experimental CNN
Universal Chip with electrical input designed in Berkeley. We show useful completely operational
templates and template sequences as well as the parametric limits of the operation . An important
new design issue is presented: how to design a sequence of robust templates to implement the
equivalent of a template which isbeyond the robust parameter range.

Section 2 contains the summary of the CNN Universal Chip under consideration. In section 3
and 4 the measurements of some useful templates are shown for mathematical morphology and PDE
simulations, respectively. Section 5 contains measurement results related to some basic circuit
elements of the chip, while in Section 6 limits, errors and error corrections are discussed.
Conclusions are summarized in Section 7.

2 The CNN Universal Chip architecture and design issues

The main features of the chip are as follows:

• continuous-time analog dynamics according tothe original CNN equations;

• two local analog memories;



• two local logic memories;

• full 3x3 neighborhood of local interaction with 19analog template elements;

• column-by-colunm analog input;

• column-by-column logic output;

• serial analog output;

• capability of stopping the whole cell array dynamics ata specified time instant;

• capability ofexternally observing the intemal dynamic waveforms ofany selected cell.

The chip contains an array of16x16 analog processor, which permits simultaneous processing of
image blocks of 14x14 pixels. Each ofthese blocks is processed typically in less than 250 ns, which
allows real time manipulation of highresolution images.

Figure 1.
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Diagram of the implemented transconductance-mode CNN cell using ideal circuit
elements.



The high processing speed is achieved by high parallelism. The chip contains close to 5,000
multipliers (19 in each of the cells) which operate fully parallel, performing both the feedforward ^d
feedback multiplication simultaneously. Excluding I/O operations each cell has a peak computing
power of4million pixels per second and the entire chip has apeak computing capability ofabout one
billion pixels per second when operating at 5volt supply and consuming 0.3 Watts. Since one cell
computes about 20+10x9x2=200 equivalent digital operations, this chip has an equivalent computing
power of 200 billion operations per second (OPS) on about 0.2cm^ array area. This is about 10^^
OPS percm^ using a 0,8pm technology.

Figure 1shows a diagram of the basic CNN chip cell. To optimize the amount of inter-cell
wiring we used a transconductance approach in which the cell VCCSs are controlled by their local
input or state variables, uij and xij. The current outputs of these current sources are merged by pairs
and delivered into the state nodes ofneighborhood cells.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed diagram of the analog components of one of the cells. The
analog memories are implemented by field-oxide capacitors; the VCCSs are implemented by a
combination of nonlinear transconductance amplifiers (OTA A and B) and two arrays of current
multipliers; the state resistor is implemented by alinear transconductance amplifier (OTA R), which
is connected in parallel to the state capacitor during the CNN processing. The value of this state
resistor and ofthe state capacitor determine the speed ofthe CNN.
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Figure 2. Detailed diagram ofthe analog components ofacell.

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the logical components of the cell. This components are useful
when running CNN algorithms requiring the storage and retrieval of intermediate binary images for
further processing. This local circuitry allows to store the output of the analog processing locally, and



then feed it into the state or input variable of the cell. This local circuitry also permits to perform
Boolean operations of stored images.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the cell logic components.

3 Implementation ofmathematical morphology: erosion, dilation, and
reconstruction [8]

In this section we show the implementation of the basic binary mathematical morphological
operations: the erosion, the dilation, and the reconstruction. Each of them is implemented with a
single template. In case of the erosion and the dilation an T' shaped structuring element set were
used. For the reconstruction, we used a *+' shaped structuring element set. The erosion and the
dilation are local non-propagating operators, while the reconstruction is a propagating type operator.
The later has a longer transient settling time. The template design methodology is according to [8]
andthemeasurements were made by using the CNN chip prototyping system [7].

3.1 Erosion and DUation

The erosion operator with an *L' shaped structuring element set drives white all of those black
pixels in an image which has no black upper and black right neighbor. The operational template was
the following:

, Z = -2.7

"o 0 o' "o 0.9 o'

A = 0 1 0 , B = 0 1 0.9

0 0 0 0 0 0

The transient settled in 250ns. The result is correct (Figure 4).

(1)
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Figure 4. Erosion with an *L' shaped structuring element set. (a): input; (b): output.

Adilation operator with *L' shaped structuring element set drives black all ofthose white pixels
in an image which has lower or left black neighbor. The operational template was the following:

"o 0 o" "o 0 o"

A = 0 1 0 , B = 0.9 1 0

0 0 0 0 0.9 0

Z = 2.7

The transient settled in 250ns. The result is correct (Figure 5).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. Dilation with *L' shaped structuring element set. (a): input; (b): output.

One can implement the binary opening and closing operators by applying the erosion and the
dilation operators one after the other. Figure 5b is the result ofthe opening operator to Figure 4a (an
erosion is followed bya dilation with thesame structuring element set).

3.2 Reconstruction operator

The reconstruction is a propagating type operator. It is defined for a mask and a marker image.
Those objects in the mask image which are marked (hit) by the marker are fully extracted. The
template is the following:

, Z = 1

• 0 0.7 0" "0 0 0"

A = 0.7 3 0.7 , B = 0 3 0

0 0.7 0 0 0 0

(3)



The transient settled in 2.7|is. The result is correct (Figure 6.).

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. The implementation of the reconstruction operator. The result is correct, (a): input

(mask); (b); initial state (marker); (c); result.

4 One dimensional diffusion: transient response computation of a simple
mechanical vibrating system [101

The dynamics ofa one-dimensional homogeneous chain system having 14 discrete components
(masses) with unit damping factor have been analyzed by the chip. The elements of the system can
move only in x direction. The motion dynamics of the system, without external force, can be
described by fourteen variables (Xi(t), i=l,2,...14) according to:

.. c 2c c . (4)
— Xi_\ Xj H Xf

m mm

Let us suppose that m=l, c=l, the initial displacements of masses are given and the initial speed
of the masses are zero.

The dynamics of the continuous mechanical vibrating systems is described by a partial
differential equation (Lame equation), it can be modeled by a ID cellular neural network and the
limits of this approach is discussed as well [9,10]. The second order ODEs (a discretized mechanical
system) can be implemented on aCNN by two coupled ID layers and the bias term zi=z 2=0.

In case of a linear mechanical vibrating system with one degree of freedom the following two
coupled layer CNN is used;

at klsNr(ij) kJeNr(iJ) kl^Au)

It is supposed that Vyij-f(v;^ij)-Vxij •

The following templates wereused:
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The two one dimensional layer were implemented on the two dimensional chip sequentially.
Here the possibility of the stopping analog transient on the chip was used. The outputs at different
time instants were measured in the CNN Chip Prototyping System CCPS[7] byrunning the transient
repeatedly and having measured the outputs atdifferent time instants.

The displacement responses to agiven initial displacement of the masses were computed. Ifthe
initial displacement was not large enough the signals were not distinguishable from the space variant
bias. In this case the result was even qualitatively incorrect (Figure 7a and Figure 7c). Due to the fact
that the exciting force ( the input), in this application was zero, the bias compensation can be
downloaded to the input. Using the outlined method the displacement fields ofthe chain system were
decided for zero damping and for unit damping cases (Figure 7b and Figure 7d). The outputs were
close to the calculated values within 20%.
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Figure 7. The transient response ofthe chain system with zero damping component (a) without bias
compensation and (b) with bias compensation. The transient response ofa chain system
with unit damping component (c) without bias compensation and (d) with bias
compensation.

No damping effect can be seen in Figure 7c in spite ofusing a unit damping when there is no
bias compensation and the displacement ofthe masses tend to zero in Figure 7d if bias compensation
was used.

5 Measurements of some basic functional circuit elements of the CNN
Universal Chip

In this section, we describe the results of four characteristic measurements, the transfer
characteristics, the analog storage time, the characteristics ofthe template elements (multipliers), and
the time constant of the cells.

5.1 Measurement of the input-output transfer characteristics

An image was loaded to the STATE local analog memory, and without doing any analog
operation the OUTPUT was read out. The image in a line contained a ramp (a linear series of pixel
values from -1 to 1) with the resolution of0.1. Figure 8 shows the transfer characteristics ofall &e
cells in the same graph. As itcan be seen in the graph the curve has asigmoid shape rather than being
linear.



Figure 8. The input-output characteristic ofsome cells.

5.2 Measurement of the storage time of the local analog memories

Here the storage time of the local analog memories were measured. The same image was loaded
to the STATE memory, and it was read out at different time instants in every 20 ms. The image
contained different values. Figure 9 shows the measured results. Evaluating the measured data we
determined that the chip canstore an image with 5 % accuracy at least for 1 sec.

Figure 9.
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The signal degradation inthe analog memories. The memories can store the values with 5
% accuracy at least for 1 second.

5.3 Measurement of the accuracy distribution of the template elements

The accuracy distribution of the template coefficients were measured. Ofthe many results here
we show the accuracy distribution of the central element of the B template {bj only. In the
experiment we fixed all the template values, except the bias current (z) and bgo- These two values
were the free parameters ofthe measurements. We set these fixed values independently in their total
dynamic range in 32 steps. This means 1024 measurement points in the parameter space. The input
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and the initial state were set to +1. After the transient settled, the number of the +1 pixels were
counted and divided by the total number of the pixels. We called this result as the Ratio Of Black
pixels (ROB). Its value varies from 0%.to 100% (all ofthe pixels were white orblack). It describes
the accuracy distribution of the bias current (z) and 6^. Ideally, it should betwo equal trapezoid (one
at the 100%, and theother at the 0% level), and the drop should bevertical (Figure 10), because if
is larger than z all the pixels should bein the black region, hence, ROB equals 100%.

The ROB in the 1024 measured points can be seen in Figure 11a. In the graph it seems like a
waterfall. Figure 1lb shows thecross-section of a waterfall at line a.

Figure 10. The ideal ROB graph.
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Figure 11. The measurement results of the accuracy distribution of the central B template element

{bj. (a): the ratio of the black pixels in the function of the b^^ and the z value; (b): the
cross-section of (a) at the b^=0plan indicated withbold line on (a).
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5.4 Measurement of the time constant of a cell (Tc^n)

We used indirect measurement. A CCD template was used and the propagation time was
measured. From this measurement the timeconstant was calculated. It was 97ns.

6 Limits, errors and error corrections by using template sequences

The limited accuracy of the multipliers of this chip confines the range of the implementable
templates. In our experiments, it turned out that in a given template the smaller the template values
are, the more difficult (or impossible) to implement iton the chip. The linear scaling ofthe template
values is possible only in the template range ofthe chip only. (In this chip the absolute values ofthe
template elements should notexceed 3.)

As it turned out from the experiments, those templates worked correctly, in which all the non
zero template values were larger or smaller than a certain value (See templates (1),(2),(3)). But
several operations require templates which do not satisfy this requirement. These templates can be
decomposed intoa few operational ones.

Here we consider the Local Concave Places Finder template [15]. The template drives black a
pixel if it finds neighbor configurations according to Figure 12(a), (b), or (c). With other words, the
template seeks for those pixels, which have black eastern and black western, mid white southern, ^d
black south-eastern or black south-westem neighbor.

nan
BBH
•B 1 1
nil

nar

(a) (b)
Figure 12. The Local Concave Places Finder template drives apixel black ifit finds either (a) or (b)

or (c) binary pattem aroundit.

The template was out ofthe accuracy limit ofthe chip. The best version, which still made some
faults, was the following:

"0 0 0" "0 0 0"

A = 0 1 0 , B = 0.9 0 0.9

0 0 0 0.5 -0.9 0.5
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Z = -3

(c)

(7)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13. The Local Concave Places Finder template makes faults. There is one extra and one

missing black pixels in the result image, (a): the original image; (b): the incorrect CNN
output; (c): the desired output.

The template can be decomposed into two templates and a local logic OR operation. The two
templates are as follows:

0 0 0 0 0

A= 0 1 0 , B= 0.9 0 0.9 , Z = -3

0 0 0 0 -0.9 0.9

0 0 0 0 0 0

A= 0 1 0 , B = 0.9 0 0.9 , Z = -3

0 0 0 0.9 -0.9 0

The first extracts those pixels which are surrounded by a configuration showed in Figure 12ac,
the second does it with Figure 12bc. The pixel-by-pixel logic OR combination of the two subresults
gives the correct final result (Figure 14). Hence a simple CNN software implements the original
faulty template in a fault tolerant way.

' (a) (b) (c)
Figure 14. The Local Concave Places Finder template decomposed into a template sequence, (a): the

result of the first template; (b) the result of the second template; (c) the pixel-by-pixel
logic OR combination ofthe previous two results, this gives the correct final result.



7 Conclusion

Aquite aggressive VLSI design, in speed and area, ofthe CNN Universal Machine architecture
was fabricated via the MOSIS service. It has analog input-output and programmed transient timing.
The first measurements summarized in the paper clearly show the feasibility of the technology. By
determining the parametric limitations and using a new design technique we can overcome the
problems coming from theparameter deviations.

As to the later issue, stored programmability of the architecture and the chips provide new
features. In addition to solve complex image analysis, processing and recognition tasks with ultra
high speed: (i) fault tolerant programming, and (ii) internal functional testing can be achieved by
correct software control.
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